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PROM PASSOVER TO PENTECOST
A 14.5
B15.6 1
C16.7 2

Explanation: 1st column, Jewish months; 2nd, week days;

1 Pentecost.
17.1 3 2
A) Nisan 14, Day of Prevaration. the Passover proper :£
oh The 14th diay-or-rhe^T^sC'^S
ijanib to be
18.2 4 3
slain
py^T^iTigR"
r after sunset of
19.3 5 4 the evening: before, and before sunset of the 14th.
20.4 6 5
Nisan 15. Annual Sabbath, first day of Festival of Un-,
for seven davi^to the 2lst, the 1st .
21.5 7 6.leaveneoBread, observed
.1
llif'ot a reguiar^eeS^
22.6
7.
No servile work allowed
23.7
8 (Lev. 23:6-8, Num. 28:17-25, Deut. 16:3-4). It was "the
24.1
9 great day, that sabbath" (Jn. 19:31).

and Vt^Qavs each d holy convocatioiT
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11 fruit out from among the dead (Lev. 23:10-14, Jn. 20:17,
12 1 Cor. 15:20-23). This is "one of the sabhaJJralL-lMk. 1^:2).
the "first sabbath" (9) oT^fheierles of seven_sevens to Pentea,
13
14
_^ivan. 6. Penteeost. which day fell on the morrow of

15 the terminktion*oF the seven sevens, or seventh week. "And

ye shall count unto you from the morrow of the sabbaths,
16 from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the wave offering
17 (the 16th of Nisan, the 'first sabbath' of the series of seven,
18 the 2nd of Unleavened Bread, the 1st of the 50 days term
inating on Pentecost) ; seven sevens shall be complete, even
19 unto the morrow of the last seven shall ye number fifty days"
20 (Lev. 23:9-16, Deut. 16:8-10).
One of the sabbaths: This is found seven times, four of
21
th^^refefniig'Td'TIii resurrection (^. 28:1, Mk. 16:2, Lia.^
22 r24u:l_ Jn. 20:1). The fifth IJn, 20:S9>:Ts the,same day at

23'
^eyening. The sixth, in Acts,_was after the days of Unleavened
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Bread

and before the day of Pentecost (16)^

Thus

^very i^Sance of the phrase "one of the sabbaths" is always
found to fall in this period of seven sevens culminating in
Pentecost.

Our present Hebrew text of Ley. 23 is not clear.

The

Greek translation, which either *preserves a "much earlier
Hebrew text or explains it as it was understood about 300
B.C., is much more definite. The morrow of the sabbath is
rendered three different ways. In verse 11, it reads the mor-

row of the first [holy dayf. In verse 15 it is the morrow of
the sabbaths [probably sabbath day, as the ending of the
plural,—im is almost the same as the word day, ium. The ,
vowels have often dropped out]. Verse 16 reads the morrow

of the hast seven, or week (hebdomados). This seems to show
that the "wave sheaf" was offered on the morrow after the

first sabbath, which is called the morrow (or second day) of
the sabbaths, and the seven heptads are seven groups of
seven days, after which comes Pentecost.

Day of the Sabbaths is found three times (Lu. 4^16,, ^|s
38 ,^l^^^^H^^T^WitlT-seven special sabbaths in the year, -the
39 weekly sabb^h must of necessity have fallen on the same
day at times. Such a day was a do^leusabbath.

40
meaning until we con41 siS^iw^Sohnection with tSe Hebrew series of sabbaths, and
also
their
division
of
the
day.
They
always
start the day in
42

the evening at sunset. The evening before sunset was in one

28.7

43 day and that after the sinking of the sun was in the next

29.1

44 day. So every evening was in two days. If both of these
45 days (15-16) were sabbaths, then the evening was in two
sabbaths, hence was the "evening of the_aabteit}is''^_^^»
46
(MtrJ4Tl2T^and the sixteenth was a weekly sabbath.
47

Sivl.2
2.3
3.4

4.5
5.6

D6.7

mThe fifteenth

was the.first odLXInleavened

$"®F"pEras<r "the day of the sabbaths" denotes two
48
sabbaths on one day, so the "evening of the sabbaths" proves
49^
,that the sabbaths were consecutive, for the end of one and
50 the beginning of the next had an evening in common.

THE SABBATH IN SCRIPTURE

VERSIONS VOICE TRADITION, NOT INSPIRATION

MOST of our versions ofjfche Sacred Scriptures there

is probably no subject in which the arbitrary perversion
of the language of inspiration is so evident as those por-

oflEe T^Fwhich T)^F^TODthft^TYrportflTit tim^
promts and notable events connected with the great crisis
in the ministry of our Lord; the day of His death to,

greaT"day of .Pentecosi^The blight of deeply intrenched^raditional teachin^long masquerading as the
very acme of mature scholarship, has arbitrarily dis
placed or revamped the inspired forms with such subtle,
mischievous and misleading renderings, that few have
noticed how hopelessly discordant these renderings are
with the inspired Mosaic ritual so accurately fulfilled
in its minutest detail during this climactic period of His
great work.

The explanations of most all our great and revered
expositors on this subject for centuries are obviously such
a mass of vague, chaotic and discordant opinions that
the most casual reader of these versions would unavoid

ably be impressed that something is seriously and rad
ically wrong. Once the exact inspired forms of speech
are restored to these passages, the mischievous and mis
leading teaching which has dominated Christendom for

centuries will have to go. The truth reveals a scriptural
solution of this long controverted subject that is con
sistent, self-evident, and restores an amazing and delight
ful harmony between the minutest requirement of the
inspired Mosaic ritual of Leviticus 23!4-21 and the time

points and notable events, covering the closing ministry
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The Solution to our Subject

of its great Antitype among men. Besides it enables the
unbiased and devout student of these sacred records to

recover many other long lost treasures of truth from the
rubbish of human tradition, without which God's glori
ous goal of His universe cannot be clearly apprehended.

The fiery cleansing ordeal of Psalm 12:6^ through
which God put every word of these sacred records before
He hallowed it and adopted it as His very Own,together
with His concordant usage of it, assures its inherent
lexicographic sufficiency to reveal the meaning intended
by its great Author. If not, we are doomed to continue
to surge hither and thither, being helplessly whirled
about by the winds of discordant traditional teaching
of our erudite ecclesiastical leaders, who themselves are
hopelessly at variance with each other, and just as much
in darkness on our subject, and many others, as the
Babel-like Christendom their centuries of teaching has
produced.

It is futile to expect any solution of our subject
worth considering until a restored text is placed in the
hands of the common people. Then this long lost truth,
with many others, will emerge from the accumulated dust
of error that has hidden it for centuries, to shimmer
and shine with its primitive radiance, revealing an ac
curacy and a beauty of perfect accord between the in
spired type and the closing ministry of its great Anti
type that is startling, illuminating and refreshing.
SOME EXAMPLES OP TAMPERING

We now undertake an examination of those passages

more directly and vitally concerned with our subject, to
see whether these texts have been seriously tampered

with. It is imperative that we bear in mind that we are
dealing with a Jewish calendar, which ended the day at
sunset, not at midnight as do our modern calendars.

It will be appropriate to begin our examination by

Depends on a Concordant Translation
5
an investigation of Luke 4:16. wh^rft the language of
inspiration reads, te \K\emera iOn sahbatdn, the day of
the sahhaths. This phrase occurs three times in the Greek
Scriptures. First, in Luke 4;16. next in Acts 13;14. and
lastly in Acts 16 ;13. Most of our versions render it the

sahhath day in its first two occurrences, and simply the
sabbath in its last. Only a glance at this Greek form
should suffice to convince any unbiased mind that it reads
the day af the sabbaths, and that it likewise means just

t^t7''''^whether the translators of our conflicting versions
or our revered and accredited scholarship understood its
meaning or not.

The rendering of the day af the sabbaths, as in most
of our versions, shows that either the translators had no

idea what it meant, or they arbitrarily revamped this
phrase to force the sacred text to accord with their creed

and what they and their contemporaries already believed
regarding the Jewish sabbath.

Let us now try to envisage just what our translators
are obliged to do in order to get their chaotic results.
They eliminate from this phrase the word day altogether,
in one instance, turn a noun into an adjective in the
other two occurrences, change the plural ''sabbaths'' to
the singular "sabbath" and eliminate the genitive in
all three occurrences.

It is obvious that such tampering with this phrase,
the \day of the satbaths, has completely obscured its
original meaning, which was to show that two sabbaths

Jiad coincided within the time of one dav. Some may aver
that such a merging of sabbaths in one day is impos
sible. This would be quite true of any two regular weekly
sabbaths, but such a coincidence of days could and, not
infrequently, did occur when anyone of Israel's several
annual sabbaths fell on the same day as their regular
weekly recurring sabbath, thus demanding the day of
the sabbaths to adequately express just what had oc-
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Three Notable Occasioijs of

curred. This should not be difficult for us to grasp, when

occasionally our Christmas or Independence Day falls
on our weekly recurring Sunday, thus creating just such
a merging of one of our annual holidays with our regu
lar weekly day of rest, as we have here in the case of
these two Jewish sabbaths.

Is it not strikingly suggestive that here in Luke 4dS.
it
definitely marks, to the very day, the time of His in
augural message to Israel, in the synagogue of His home
village of Nazareth? How fittingly and forcefully it
seems to suggest that this initial presentation of Him
self here to His kinsmen according to the flesh probably
occurred on a day that merged their great annual Day
of Shelter or Propitiation (not atonement) with their
regular weekly sabbath. Such a coincidence would be
singula!rly significant, suggesting definite design, to use
such a coinciding of these holy days, laden with their
distinct ritualistic message to the erring sons of Jacob,
to sabbath (cease) from their own futile ways. The
where we first encounter ihe day^ the
...r.T

'—u

great Antitype of their elaborate Mosaic ritual, and
Lord of their sabbaths (Matt. 12:8), was now present

with them (Luke 4:21), to secure to the nation, if they
had ears to hear, the long promised blessings to Abraham
and David, forepictured to them for centuries in their
inspired ritual and unceasingly heralded to them from
the long past by their great prophets.
Added significance is given to what occurred here at
Nazareth on this notable day of sabbath-merging, when
we observe that the other two occurrences of the day of

the sahhaths also mark a new and significant change in

the divine plan, in the special ministry of Paul to the
dispersed of Israel, residing beyond the boundaries of
the land of the Jews, in Antioch of Pisidia, and in
Macedonia, and to the nations, as guests of Israel's spir

itual things (Rom. 15:26, 27). Perhaps some will dis-

the Day of the Sabbaths
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miss what is here presented regarding these sabbaths as
a meaningless calendar incident, but he, who, with their
great Antitype (Matt. 5:18), is zealous for the last jot^
and tittle of these inspired records, will discern the finger
of God for a specific purpose. Indeed, is it not obviously
one of those singularly suggestive touches on the pages
of Inspiration which the devout investigator of these
records would expect to encounter in dealing with the
notable events which here engage us?
In these days, when the scriptural objective of the
Mosaic law is so little understood, few are aware that the
real meaning and purpose of the Jewish sabbath has been
lost for thousands of years, Christendom having adopted
and perpetuated the Jewish error, in principle, in its

observance of a pagan sun-day. Once it is rediscovered,
what is presented here regarding the merging of these
sabbaths, marking the beginning of His ministry in the
synagogue of His home village of Nazareth, will glow
with singular beauty and illumination.
As we now pass on to the consideration of other
passages, so vitally essential to a scriptural understand
ing of our subject, let me again remind the reader of
the importance of keeping steadily in mind what was
previously said regarding the place the ancient calendar
must have in determining the matter of time in these
studies.
THE CRUX OP OUR TROUBLE

First, let me place before the reader two versions of
Mt. 27:62—28:1. One is from the King James Version,
the other from the Concordant Version. We urge that
a close comparison of these two versions be made. The

King James follows: ^*Now the next day, that followed
the day of the preparation, the chief priests and Phari
sees came together unto Pilate, saying. Sir, we remember
that that deceiver said, while he was yet alive. After
three days I will rise again. Command therefore that
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The Chapter and Verse Divisions

the sepulchre be made sure until the third day, lest his
disciples come by night and steal him away, and say
unto the people, he is risen from the dead; so the last
error shall be worse than the first. Pilate said unto them.
Ye have a watch: go your way, make it as sure as ye can.

So they went, and made the sepulchre sure, sealing the
stone, and setting a watch. In the end of the sabiath,
as it began to dawn toward the first day of the week,
came Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary, to see the
sepulchre.''
The Concordant Version: **Now, on the morrow

which is after the preparation, the chief priests and the
Pharisees were assembled with Pilate, saying, *Lord, we
are reminded that that deceiver said while still living.
After three days I will be roused.'^ Then order the
sepukher to be secured till the third day, lest at some

time his disciples, coming, should be stealing him and
may be saying to the people, ^*He was roused from the
dead," and the last deception will be worse than the
first.' Yet Pilate averred to them 'You have a detail.

Go, make it secure, as you are aware.' Now being gone,
they secure the sepulcher, sealing the stone, with the
detail. Now it is the evening of the sabbaths. At the
lighting up into
of the sabbaths came Mary Magda
lene and the other Mary to behold the sepulcher."
It should be observed here that in the end of the

sabbath, in the King James Version, beginning verse one
of chapter twenty-eight, is quite unlike the Greek opse
de sabbaton, the evening of the sabbaths, and belongs
back at the end of verse sixty-six of chapter twenty-

seven, to show the exact time when the guard detail was
posted at the sepulcher, at sunset, on the second day of
His entombment. Here again we have two sabbaths, not
coinciding on the same day, as in the day of the sabbaths,
but occurring in consecutive order, that is, one sabbath
immediately following another, at sunset, in the same

are not Part of the Inspired Text
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evening. The former phrase is concerned with one day
and fwa sabbaths^ the latter with two sabbaths
evening.^
Ill JtiiL-22iJ»Fost of our versions tell us that the
two Marys came to the sepulcher as it began to dawn

toward the first day of the week, but found Him already
roused. The first day of the week here is made to arbi

trarily displace mian sahbaton, one of the sabbaths; that
is, the last one of the two sabbaths of the phrase, the
evening of the saMMtM.%,My^vi^^ the second and third

days of His entombment, both having one evening in
common, ending the second day and beginning the third.
Restore to verse sixty-six of chapter twenty-seven the
inspired ppse de sabbaton, the evening of the sabbaths

(to show the exacr'time of the posting of^^
tail at the sepulcher, in the evening of the second day
of His entombment), and reinstate mian sabbaton, one
of the sabbaths in verse one of chapter twenty-eight (to
show when the two Marys came to the sepulcher, only to
find Him gone), and the correct day of His rousing will
immediately reappear, leaving no place for the pagan
sunworshipping day that has so long hidden this not
able day.

Not a scintilla of evidence can be found anywhere in
the language of inspiration for further retaining either
in the end of the sabbath or this notorious disrupter of
this verse, the first day of the week. Both of these should
be as summarily driven from the pages of all our ver
sions as were the money-changers from the hallowed en

closures of the ancient temple by the Master Himself, as
His righteous indignation suddenly flared against such
highhanded misuse of its sacred precincts.
Perhaps some who read this will find that long years
of traditional teaching on this subject has become so in
grained into their thinking, that they will find them

selves unable to yield to what has been here presented,
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A Chaotic Christendom needs
though it is obviously the truth, supported by the lan
guage of inspiration. Few things are more difficult for
most of us to courageously and openly break with than
centuries of ingrained religious error, especially when
supported by our accredited versions, our venerated
creeds, and vouched for as truth by centuries of our
revered scholastic ecclesiastical leadership, which has be

lieved, defended and championed these errors since very
early post-apostolic times.

The hopelessly discordant teaching on this subject
today by those responsible for Christendom's religious
chaos throughout the world must bear the blame, how
ever disturbing and distasteful it may be to many who
refuse to think or investigate beyond their creed or their
revered leaders. There is no greater need today to meet
the need of a chaotic Christendom than a truly con
cordant version of the Scriptures, translated direct from

our very best Hebrew and Greek manuscripts so far re
covered, not from mere revisions of other earlier ver
sions, which have come down to us over the centuries,

largely through Latin channels, more or less corrupting
the purity of the text by numerous words, the meaning
of which is very often found to be at serious variance
with the Hebrew and Greek originals.

Before giving consideration to other passages, per

haps further concrete evidence should here be given in
proof of our charge of abysmal confusion, resulting
from such reckless tampering with the two phrases we

have just been considering, the evening of the sahhaths
and one of the sahhaths. Observe that to get their in the
end of the sahhath (to begin verse one of chapter twenty-

eight, of Matthew's account), out of the phrase, the
evening of the sahhaths (which belongs at the end of
vjerse sixty-six of chapter twenty-seven, to ^how when
the guard detail was set at the sepulcher, in the evening
of the second day of His entombment), Jhey were obliged

a Concordant Version of the Scriptures
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to render opse, evening, by end (contrary to their own
rendering of this same word by evening in its every other
occurrence) and then render the plural sabhaton, sab
baths, by the singular '^sabbath."

The result of this arbitrary change is, that nothing
is left to reveal the time when the guard was set at the
sepulcher in this evening of two sabbaths, ending the
second day of His entombment and beginning the third,
thus making it utterly impossible to determine by most
of our versions just what day was the one of His rousing,
as centuries of wrangling and interminable strife are
witness.

In Matt. 28:1, to get the first day of the week out
of mian sabbat6% one of the sabbaths, our version-makers
were forced to render mian, one, by first in every occur
rence of this Greek phrase, while in more than fifty other
occurrences of this word they correctly rendered it by
one. The plural sabbaths'' in this phrase was entirely
deleted to make way for the singidar ^'week.''
A few instances from the Greek Scriptures should
suffice to show the inspired usage of this word mian (or
heis or hen) is one, not first, as in most of our versions,
in support of the observance of a pagan holiday. For
instance, though our Lord is one of the Adams, is it not
obvious He is not the first Adam, but the lastf Again,
one tabernacle for each of the three notable personages
appearing on the Mount of Transfiguration, did not in
volve the question of which should be built first. Lastly,
while each of the seven
covering the time from
the offering of the first fruits to Pentecost (Lev. 23:15,
16), was one of this septuple grouping of sabbaths, it is
obvious that only one could be the
sabbath of this
group of seven. It is possible, of course, to use the
numeral one to denote first, by saying (day) one of the
sabbaths," according to the Hebrew idiom, which uses
(number) one for the first of a series. But the series is
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The First Day of the Week, or
composed of sabbaths, not week days. In^ Ac.^„20L:6,. it_
cannot,bat^ first of the series of sabbaths because it was

five days, at least, after theiestival of unleavened bread..

^ Besides introducing complete chaos into ||att. 27:^228:1, to force these records to teach that He was roused
^day dedicated to pagan sun-worship, closer exam
ination of their words will reveal that they have even

failed to do this. For instance, if it was in the end of
the sabbath the two Marys came to the sepulcher, as

they obviously say, oiily to leam that He was already
roused, their coming, and His rousing, could not have
taken place on their first day of the week, which their
own words show was not yet present. The hopeless
dilemma is increasingly seen in their making the sabbath
end in the morning, when we know the Jews began and
ended the day in the evening. This Gordian knot must
be cut asunder with the sharp sword of truth, as the
artful manipulation of words for centuries by our rev
ered religious scholarship has utterly failed to do so.
Further evidence of their failure to show Him roused

on the first day of the week is obvious, when, in addi
tion to their statement that it was in the end of a sab

bath, which they terminate in the morning, they tell us
it was, as it began to dawn toward the first day. Is toward
a thing to be taken as actually in or on it? If so, then,
if it suits my purpose I may eonHtrne toward the moon

to mean actually in or on that nocturnal luminary of the
heavens, though we know that we are some two hundred
and forty thousand miles distant from it, if the calcula
tions of our authorities on celestial distances may be

relied upon as correct. No artful twisting of words will
satisfy one who dares to think, that two sabbaths means
one, ending in the morning, when we know beyond ques
tion that two are in view, covering the last two days of
His entombment, one ending in the evening of the second

day and the other immediately following. This sabbath

One [day] of the Sabbaths?
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did not end in the morning of the third day, as our ver
sions tell us, but in the evening of that same third day
on which He was roused. Restore these inspired forms
here and they will immediately solve this centuries-old
enigma.

The chaos here calls to mind the primeval disruption,
recorded in Genesis 1:2, where we are told of the com

plete overthrow of that first cosmic order, evidence of
which is still apparent over most of the earth's surface,
and which is described as a waste and a ruin. Likewise

here, these marvelous key passages, so indispensable to
any clear understanding of the time-points and notable
events connected with His death, entombment and rous

ing out of death, have long been an abyss of gross dark
ness and hopeless confusion throughout Christendom, as
a result of tradition, camoufiaged under the mantle of
scholastic prestige. Is it not now time that our learned
leaders of Christendom use their superior academic at
tainments to give the people a version, the words of
which will accurately convey the meaning intended by
the inspired vocabulary of the Scriptures, rather than
continue to use these scholastic attainments to champion
hoary tradition! What glorious light would break, as
the murky mist of centuries of error is cleared away!
A CONCORDANT TRANSLATION REVEALS THE EXACT DAY
OP HIS ROUSING

Thus far we have not committed ourselves to any
particular day as that of His rousing, preferring rather
to present the inspired language of those scriptures bear
ing more directly upon this subject, believing its wit
ness should suffice wholly apart from the endless mass of
conflicting teaching on this subject, to which Christen
dom has been subjected by its religious leaders for cen
turies.

Mark 16:9 answers this question with a clarity and
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The Day of His Rousing is

finality that should end all further controversy, when
it is allowed to speak in the language of inspiration.
Therefore, this passage in the Greek is here presented,
followed by turning the elements of its vocabulary into
English, then the Authorized Version, followed by the
Concordant Version.

The Greek: ^^anmtas de proi prote sdbhatou ephane

proton Maria te Magdalene aphes ekhehlekei epta daimonia/' Elements of Greek vocabulary turned into Eng
lish: ''UP-STANDiw^ YET to-moming BEFORE-mOSt OF-SABBATH He-APPEARed BEFORE-mOSt tO-MARY THE MAGDALENE

FROM WHOM He-HAD-ouT-CAST SEVEN demons.'^ The Au
thorized Version:'*Now when Jesus was risen early the

first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary Mag
dalene, out of whom he had cast seven devils." The
Concordant Version: ''Now, rising in the morning, in

the first sahhath, He appeared first to Mary Magdalene,
from whom He had cast out seven demons.''

We urge that these differing versions of this passage
be carefully compared with each other, then thoroughly
tested by the Greek text here given. Such examination
will be well worth the effort, as it should settle once for
all the day of His rousing, and numerous other contro

verted questions concerned with this great crisis in His
ministry.

It should be noted here that most of our versions

have rendered prote sdbhatou, the first sahiath, by the

first day of the week, the same as they did mian sabhaton, one of the sabbaths of Matt. 28:1. In Matthew
two sabbaths are in view, concerned with the second and
third days of His entombment, one of which (that is the
second one) tells us when the two women came to the

sepulcher, and the day He arose, while here in Mark just
one sabbath is in view, designated as the first sabbath.
. Both here and in Matthew the same sabbath is in view,
but in Matthew it reveals that He arose on the last one

Settled by a Concordant Translation
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of two sabbaths (which sabbath covered the third day),
while this same sabbath in Marh 1^6:9 is not only designated as the day of His rousing but also as the first of
other sabbaths. I am aware of only one series of sab
baths which could properly be designated as the first or
foremost sabbath, and that is found in Leviticus 23;15.
16, the
sabbath of this septuple grouping of sab
baths, covering the interval from the offering of the first

fruits to Pentecost, fifty days later, on the morrow afte^
the termination of the seventh sabbath of this group. A
careful examination of this will show an exactness be

tween the type and its great Antitype that delightfully
impresses one of how perfectly He fulfilled, to the last
jot and tittle, the inspired Levitical types concerning
Himself. His refusal, in the early morning of the sabbath
in which He was roused, to permit even a human touch
until He had first presented Himself to the Father (John
20:17), while in the evening of that same sabbath (John
20:19) He urged them to vertify His identity (Luke
24:36-39) by the same physical touch He had denied
Mary in the morning, seem intentionally given here to
identify Him to them as the great Antitype of Lev.
23:9-14, which demanded the first fruits of the ground
be presented to Jehovah before the people might partake
of the same.

We have now had before us these Jewish sabbaths in

varying combinations, related in four different ways,
each group serving a purpose, not possible for any of
the others to do. A brief resume gives us, first, the day
of the sahhaths, one day, on which two sabbaths fell,
marking the beginning of His ministry in the synagogue
of His home village of Nazareth. Second, the evening of
the sahhaths, one evening, ending one sabbath and be

ginning another, showing the exact time of the guard
setting at the sepulcher at the close of the second day
of His entombment. Third, one of the sahhaths, showing
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The Inspired Sabbath Groupings

the time of the coming of the two Marys to the sepulcher
and, also that of His rousing, in the^eaily morning of
the third day, which jday was the second sabbath of the

^^''^o^^^signated by

evening of the saibaths,

and covering the second and third days of His entomb
ment. Lastly, the first sabbath, diflBcult to account for as
first, unless it predicates the septuple grouping of sab
baths of Leviticus 23:15,16, covering the interim of fifty
days from this festival of first fruits of Pentecost, on the
morrow after the termination of the seventh sabbath.

The confusing of these clearly differentiated inspired
sabbath groupings, which are indispensable for showing
the time and order of the notable events in this great

crisis in His ministry, by our many conflicting versions,
in order to conform the teaching of these passages to

centuries of traditional belief concerning His crucifixion,

entombment and resurrection, is without a parallel in
confusing the teaching of the Scriptures, unless it be the

gross darkness and confusion on the goal of the uni
verse, resulting from similar arbitrary tampering with
the word eon or age, by imposing upon it the idea of end
lessness. Who will now presume to further champion
such terrible treatment of the language of inspiration!
It would now seem that the inspired language of the

passages we have examined, so essential to clarity con
cerning time and the order of events in the concluding
days of His ministry among men, has been sufficiently
purged of the corruption of human tradition, that the
unbiased mind should easily determine beyond question,
for itself, the exact day of His rousing. The supreme
and exclusive place He gave the Sacred Scriptures over
His entire ministry, constantly exalting their inherent
sufficiency as a source of divine wisdom in determining
all He said and did, wholly independent of the scholastic
ecclesiastical dictators that constantly harrassed Him and

challenged His words, while the common people heard

Should be Differentiated
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Him with a relish, speaks eloquently for spiritual unc
tion, and rather adversely of academic attainments as an
indispensable ally to attain the maximum of spiritual
acumen. But let us make sure we have the Word of God

in its inspired purity, direct from the languages of
inspiration, so far as our earliest and best manuscripts
hitherto recovered can give it to us, which in many vital
matters, such as our subject, we have not in our versions.
Had we had for the past centuries such a version as The
Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures, Christen
dom would not today be the victim of every wind of
teaching, carrying its victims headlong into every kind
of systematized deceptive religious error. After many
years of constant use of this version, for loyalty to the
language of inspiration, and freedom from mere human
opinion, sectarian bias and eiseigetical methods of trans
lation, we deem it without a rival today as a means of
ascertaining what God actually said in the original.
THE lord's day, SYNONYMOUS WITH SUNDAY,
A COLOSSAL ERROR

Correctly rendering mian saliatdn by one [dayl of the
sabbaths, at one stroke serves to effectively delete from

the Greek Scriptures the first day of the week, and sum

marily send to oblivion an enormous mass of juggling
to twist the words of Scripture to force upon Christen
dom the stupendous error that Sunday and the Lord's

Day are the same. Had our venerated ecclesiastical lead
ership used its academic attainments to differentiate be
tween things which obviously differ in the Scriptures,
instead of merely using its scholastic prestige to support

a pagan-hallowed day as the equivalent of an unpar
alleled era of Divine interposition in the affairs of this

world, this fearful error would never have found an
entrance into the mind of Christendom.

The Lord's Day of Rev. 1:10 is not a day of twenty-
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four hours but an era in which Jehovah will judge and
rule. This great Day is the direct antithesis of man's
long day of futile experimentation in his quest for a
Utopia by human achievement, apart from His Creator,
ending in his complete dethronement and the enthrone
ment of the Christ of God, Who will glorify God among
the highest, and on earth bring peace and delight among

nien. The Revelation, or better. The Unveiling of Jesus
Christ, therefore, is mostly in the Day of the Lord, after
the church, which is His body, has finished its terrestial
witness and been removed to the heavens. It is mostly

concerned with the beginning of the Day of the Lord of
the Hebrew prophets. It records the unparalleled out
pouring of Divine indignation against the ripened wick
edness of man, and the unveiling of Jesus Christ as
Prophet, Priest, and King of kings among the nations,
to secure to earth the Davidic and Abrahamic promises
in the long promised kingdom out of the heavens.
For the purpose of helpfully contrasting, rather than
describing, this notable day of the Lord with man's long
day of vain and futile effort in his prodigal and rebel
lious course, in this scroll of His unveiling, the Day
of the Lord of the Hebrew prophets seems purposely
changed to the Lord's Day. Another has forcefully said:
*'The Hebrew phrase the day of the Lord is changed to
the Lord^s day in order to shift the emphasis from the
character of the day to the time, which is the important
point in this (Rev. 1:10) passage. This is done in three
ways, by changing the grammatical form, the rank, and
the order of words. The direction of the thought is
altered by putting ^Lord' in the dative instead of the
genitive case, so it locates rather than describes the day.
Its force is further weakened by making it an adjective
rather than a noun, and by shifting it from its promi
nent place at the end of the sentence and giving that
striking place to 'day'."

are not Synonymous
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Current seductive teaching has inveigled many into
the erroneous belief that the Lord's day of Rev. 1:10 is
only anotheis convenient name for Sunday, the first day
of our calendar week. Correct those passages we have
been considering, concerned with the sabbath in con
nection with His death, entombment and resurrection,
so they will accurately accord with the language of in
spiration, and this teaching will at once be left with
nothing but tradition to support it.
Confusing this era of unparalleled divine indignation
against the consummated wickedness of mankind, which
will terminate this present evil age (Gal. 1:4), with a
day hallowed by pagans to the worship of the sun, would
seem a master move by the great adversary to becloud
the mind and detract attention from impending judg
ment. Making it a mere synonym for the first day of the
week, strips this notable day of its message of warning
to mankind. This misleading teaching also serves to de
tract from the sovereign sufficiency of Christ, as the one
intermediary Head of the church which is His body,
wholly apart from any and all ritualistic observance of
days as complementary to His sufficiency (Col. 2:16-23).
THE SABBATH, A SIGN, NOT A DAY FOR PHYSICAL REST

In Exodus 31:13-18 we are told that the sabbaths

were given to Israel as a sign to that nation. Moreover, it
would seem from many other scriptures that the law,
and the tabernacle with its whole elaborate ritualistic

system, was given to these works-minded sons of Jacob
only as a temporary sign, all to be abrogated, when
their great Antitype, to which they all pointed, should
appear among them, to fulfill in Himself the last jot
and tittle of their requirements (Matt. 5:18; Heb. 10:9).
A sign is not given to be served but to serve, in directing
attention and giving information concerning something
other than itself. To use or observe it otherwise than a

sign would be to disregard and violate its primary and
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fundamental purpose, however well meant and devout
such an observance might be. God's signs are never an
end in themselves, but rather a means to an end, to
which they merely direct.
It should be observed that the sabbath, as integrated
into the very heart of the law (Ex. 20:9-12), like the key
stone of a great arch, indissolubly binds together under
a covenant of works, what man should render to God,
and what he should render to his fellowmen. We shall

miss much if we fail to appreciate that the sabbath is
just as much an integral part of this law as any one of
its other nine demands, regulating human conduct to
ward God and toward man. Therefore, the end sought
through this sahhath-sign inmt in some sense be identical
with the end sought by this decalogue as a whole.
The word sahhaih is of frequent occurrence in the
Scriptures, being found as a noun, both in the singular
and in the plural, and frequently as verb. Its Hebrew
verbal form of shalath should clearly reveal its usage
and meaning in what it seeks to do. What it predicates
as a verb should not be difficult to discover from its con

cordant inspired usage in these sacred records. We first
encounter this word on the very forefront of the Scrip
tures, in Genesis 2:2, where it is used in connection with
the rehabilitation of the great primeval disruption,
briefiy mentioned in Genesis 1:2.
The word rendered rested here is skabath,the Hebrew
verbal form of our English sabbath. The rendering of
this word here by rested is not only radically at vari
ance with the way our versions have rendered it else

where in many instances, but makes it carry the intoler
able inference that God's work so fatigued Him that
He found Himself in need of rest. Is not such an

inference tantamount to a denial of His Deity ? Skabath

here has nothing to do with rest, but serves exclusively
to reveal that on the seventh day God, having finished

Not a Day of Physical Rest
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His great work, He ceased from these works.
A few instances of the inspired usage of this word
shaiath should suffice to satisfy any unbiased mind as
to its meaning. In Genesis 8:22 we read: While the
earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and
heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall
not ceme.'^ Who would contend that shahath here, in
the remotest sense, is concerned with restf Is it not that
what is here intended to be conveyed to Noah is the
divine assurance that he need not fear another destruc

tion of all life so long as the then existing seasonal cos
mic order continued?

Again in Exodus 5:5 we encounter this word shahath,
as used by Pharaoh in his protest to Moses and Aaron,
charging them with interfering with his public works
project by causing his Hebrew slaves to shahath or cease
from the work in which they were engaged. Is it not
obvious that rest was not the concern of this tyrant, but
the delay their cessation from work was causing?
In Joshua 5:12 we read: '^And the manna ceased

on the morrow, after they had eaten of the old corn of
the land." Did the manna rest here, or simply cease,
because it was not further needed in this land of plenty ?
Having finished their forty years sojourn in the wilder
ness, the manna ceased just as God ceased from His
works of old, because He had finished them, the idea of
rest in no sense being in question.
Would anyone tolerate rendering shahath by rest in
Job 32:1? Here we read: ''So these three men ceased

to answer Job, because he was righteous in his own eyes."
That they may have been weary from their prolonged
wrangling and bickering with Job is not in view here,
but his adamant resistance to their reasonings, which
caused them to desist from further contending with him.
Our last example, showing the concordant usage and
meaning of shahath in these sacred records, is found in
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Lamentations 5:15, where we read: ^^The joy of our
heart is ceased,'' To render shahath here by rest, as has
been done in Genesis 2:2, would force it to convey a
meaning the very opposite of what is obviously intended.
From a position of envied prestige Jerusalem now seems
crushed into irretrievable ruin. Once dwelling in a smug
sense of security and plenty, she now not only bewails her
awful desolation but her helpless orphaned plight, as she
realizes the divine Presence has also been withdrawn.

Her meteor-like plunge from such eminence, opulence
and ease into such an abyss of chaos, slavery and wretch
edness seems beyond the endurance of mortal flesh.
Added to all this is the realization that God has pros
pered her enemies against her for her wanton prostitu
tion of the rich favors He had so long lavished upon her.
Now all seems to conspire to wring from her a wail of
agonizing despair that moves one to shudder at the mag
nitude and awful severity of her calamities.
Jerusalem is widowed, desolate and forsaken, without
a ray of light breaking through the gloom of this com
plete blackout into which she has been so pitilessly thrust
by her ruthless and cruel enemies. The once exhilarating
sound of gleeful mirth in her streets is no longer heard,
and there is not a note of once festive joy to assuage her
grief. Such is the debacle of horrors which everywhere
meets the eye and resounds in the ears of her weeping,
broken-hearted prophet. Who would defend the render
ing of shahath by rest here instead of cease, as being
more in accord with what has occurred? Yet rest would

fit here about as well as it does in Genesis 2:2, where it
refiects so adversely upon God's deity.
The foregoing examples from the Hebrew Scriptures
should suffice to convince everyone as to the concordant,
inspired meaning and usage of this word. However,
should anyone fail to be convinced, many other occur
rences of this Hebrew verbal form of sahhath in the

Determined by its Inspired Usage
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Hebrew Scriptures remain, which any good concordance
will show carry the same meaning. If, then, this word
shabath means to cease or stop, startling as it may come
to some of us, it should be obvious its meaning and pur

pose, like the law of Moses, has remained completely
veiled to the erring sons of Jacob since it was first given
at Sinai (2 Cor. 3:13-16). Their letter observance of
their law, their sabbaths and their ritual confirm this.
While Christendom, like Israel, has never appre

hended the stop-sign meaning and purpose of the Jewish
sabbath, with few exceptions, it has properly regarded
it as abrogated by the work of Christ. But it falls into
a worse error in adopting and observing in the letter a
day, dedicated to pagan worship of the sun, without a
jot or tittle of scriptural support, as may easily be veri
fied, if the language of inspiration is allowed to decide
instead of our fallible ecclesiastical authorities and the

tradition-corrupted renderings of our confiicting ver
sions.

Creation is not out of nothing, as is generallv held

anJ^^^Obut out of 6rod, Who is love,

the^

Son of His loye^ and Joi* Him (Bom. 11:36; Col. 1:13-

16. Greek). God creates in love, longing to be known
and have His love reciprocated by the creation that He

has brought forth out of Himself, in and through, and
for the Son of His love, filially expressing the same love
and delight in Himself, as His Own paternal love longs
to lavish upon the objects of His affections. If, then,
God's longing for reciprocated love moved Him to create
the universe, His operation of it in accord with the
counsel of His will (Eph. 1:11) must have for its ob
jective the attainment of this delectable goal.
His infinite knowledge, power and the ability to ac
complish whatsover His counsel determines, not only
enables Him to reveal the consummation of His purpose

from the beginning (Isa. 46:10), but to guarantee its
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realization in perfect accord with that which He deter
mined. Therefore, what He determines to do is not
hampered or endangered by contingencies. With infinite
skill He makes all opposition to His revealed will con
tribute to the attainment ol His underlying ultimate pur

pose. Anything short of this limits His deity and denies
that all is being operated in accord with His will. This
leaves no place for Zoroastrian dualism, which has be
come the touchstone of much of the creedal formula of

Christendom, regarded as orthodox and vigorously cham
pioned by most of our venerated leaders.

In blessing us with every spiritual blessing among the
celestials, in Christ (Eph. 1:3), Who is His ideal of
sonship, God not only qualifies us, as Him, to reciprocate
His love and satisfy the longings of His paternal heart,

but He enjoys a foretaste of His glorious goal of the
universe, when His love will be reciprocated, in filial
expression, by His entire creation.
The time element involved in the operation of the
universe for the attainment of its ultimate goal, as

clearly revealed by the language of inspiration, is called
the eons or ages, that vast segment of subdivided time,
which from the beginning the Creator segregated from
infinite duration, in which He is unfolding His great

plan of these ages, and will mature at their conclusion,
when He will become the All of all His creation (1 Cor.

15:22-2^). His vast love will then be so dominantly en
throned throughout His entire creation, that all sover
eignty, authority and power will be abrogated for want
of any imperfection remaining anywhere, needing its
exercise. What a goal! Could anything more be added
to this acme of delight for the Creator and His creation
than such a goal of His universe? Even in the muti
lated renderings of our conflicting versions this trans
cendent goal may still be discerned.
The subjection of the entire creation to vanity (Rom.

to be AU in aU
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8:20) during these ages by God Himself provides those
essential cosmic conditions His wisdom deems indispensa
ble, in which He exercises His creation in vanity and
futility of creature effort (Eccl. 1:2, 13; 3:10, 19), that
out of its own experience at trying to determine its own
destiny, as the prodigal son in the gamble of the moral,
social and economic life of the far country (Luke
15:11-32), it may discover for itself the utter futility of
its ways to achieve its own Utopia, to shabath it from
further futile effort, disengage it from itself and en
gage it with Him and His way of sovereign gratuitous
grace as its one and only hope of attaining the goal its
Creator designed for it from the beginning. Once this
transcendent goal is reached, every bitter experience
encountered in its attainment will seem as a momentary
light affliction. His glorious goal for us, as well as for
Himself, in which His paternal love and the filial love
from ideal sonship, in His image, will blend, will result
in such inexpressible delight and satisfaction to the

Father and His many sons brought to glory that nothing
else could possibly be needed or desired.
While creature effort at self-determination may
seem to be getting somewhere for a while, at best it is
only temporary and evanescent. Eccl. 1:1-11 is an irre

futable portrayal of the wearisome, tread-mill, monoton
ous, futile effort of creation, as subjected to vanity, in
its venture in self-determination, to get somewhere, that
is easily verified in the life of nations from the very
dawn of history, and by these sacred records from the
very beginning. The greatest threat and menace to the

boasted achievements, which we call our great civiliza
tion is not the heathen or less civilized nations of earth,
but our civilization itself, great, imposing, and command
ing in its r^al external trappings, but too deficient in
vitality to insure its perpetuity.

Nothing like Ecclesiastes' diagnosis of world symp-
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toms, of where we are headed for today, has ever been
given. Like the rising and setting of the sun, the ever

changing winds, and the rivers that rush onward and
ever downward to the great seas, which are never filled
(Eccl. 1:4-7), they return to their starting point, only
to repeat their fruitless quest to find a stopping place.
We may well thank God for the message of restlessness,
instability and futility they carry of creation's vain
efforts to get somewhere. He is using these to graduate
it out of itself, shaiath it from its long futile qhest for
a goal of stability and security. This will provide an
ideal background to disengage it from its vanity and
engage it with its Creator and the glorious goal to which
His transcendent grace will yet bring it.

The mandatory call of Israel's sabbaths from the
very heart of a law that was sure to curse them for their
utter failure to measure to its requirements, as well as
from their elaborate shadow ritual, was God's gracious
forewarning of the veiled fatal end (2 Cor. 3:7, 13-16),
from which He would spare them if they would shahafh
from their futile attempts at its letter observance, and
allow Him to finish for them, as He did on the seventh

day His works of old, what Israel could not do for itself,
as the six days of their own works, figuratively, was in
tended to show. Man's testing under Edenic conditions,
under conscience, government, promise, law, incarnation,
present transcendent grace, and unparalleled judgment
closing this evil age (Gal. 1:4) is to teach him the vanity
of all his efforts, shahath him from them, disengage him
from himself, ideally prepared through his long school
ing in vanity to engage him with his Creator as his one
and only expectation.
Israel's sabbaths no longer in force

This has been a subject of interminable strife, dis
turbing and disrupting the peace and unity of Christen
dom even before the great apostle Paul had closed his

teach the Vanity of his Efforts
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ministry in death. Very soon after Pentecost, the unity
of believers in Christ was endangered by factions that
did not apprehend His all-suflSciency to abrogate the
entire shadow system given through Moses. As today,
they did not seem to realize that to impose law, ritual,
and observance of days upon this new order and unity
of believers, was a subtle denial of Christ, Who had dis
placed these rudimentary observances by Himself.
We are told in Romans 10:4 that Christ has ended

or abrogated law for all those of faith, in Galations 3:12
that the law is not of faith, it being a dispenser of death
rather than life (2 Cor. 3:7), as Hagar was to Abram,
and as Paul finally discovered for himself (Rom. 7:10).
In defense of the solitary all-sufficiency of Christ, as the
Head of the church which is His body, Paul entreats the
Colossians to let no one judge them for their refusal to
even touch or taste ceremonial foods, drinks, or having
anything whatsoever to do with festivals, new moons,
sabbath observances or otherwise, all of which were
mere shadows of realities abrogating them (Col. 2:
16-23). The six to one division of time between Israel

and the Lord in this death code, in which they mvrst
work, and one day wholly consecrated to Him, in which
they must not work, was God's veiled method of allow
ing their own futile works to attain the promise to bar

their own mouth, that He might finish in grace for them,
as He finished on the seventh day His works of old,
what the six days did not finish but only prepared for.
The Scriptures abound in evidence which clearly
shows the present status of the Jewish sabbath. One in

cident from the life of David, found in 1 Sam. 21:l-6,
used by our Lord in meeting the complaint of the Phari

sees r^arding the sabbath, recorded in Matt. 12:1-8,
should suffice to settle once for all its present status.
These fanatical Pharisees, who were sticklers for the

letter observance of their sabbaths, burdened with rah-
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binical rules, took Him seriously to task for permitting
His disciples, while passing through the fields, to pluck
and eat the ears on the sabbaths. If there had been no

change in the status of their sabbaths since the time of
Moses, as found in Numbers 15:32-36, this certainly was
a serious offense.

He does not wrangle with them over the matter on

the ground of rabbinical practice, as they would have
done, but follows His usual method of direct and exclu
sive appeal to their Scriptures, simply inquiring if they
had not read what David did, and those with him, when
he entered the house of God at Nob, in the days of

Ahimelech the high priest, and ate the show bread, which
only the consecrated priests of the sanctuary were al
lowed to eat, or that on the sabbaths the priests in the
sanctuary are profaning the sabbath, yet are faultless.
At first consideration His usage of this unsavory in
cident from the checkered life of David seems altogether
irrelevant to their complaint, though it seemed to silence
them for the time being. This method of using their

Scriptures in the letter with them, without .unveiling
their spiritual intent, left them still in their stubborn
unbelief, with the covering of the fiesh still over their
hearts (2 Cor. 3:13-16), until they turned to Him as
God's Key to their Scriptures, which He bids them
search (Luke 24:l3; John 5:39) for themselves.
This colloquy between Israel's anointed king and
their anointed priest, from beginning to end, reeks with
deceit and duplicity, yet our Lord finds it ideal to meet
the cavil of these fault-finding Pharisees. If God uses
such an unsavory episode as this to attain His purpose,
Christendom should radically revise its teaching as to
the why of evil in the universe. God cannot sin, because
whatever He uses serves a beneficent end.
The answer to these contentious Pharisees is found

in the fact that the status of the sabbath, at the time the

Ultimate Beneficient Good
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disciples were accused of profaning it, was exactly that
of the show bread when David asked for it. The matter

of the chastity of the young men of David's escort was
irrelevant and wholly beside the question at issue. It was
not a question of the moral fitness of either David and
his men or the reasons offered by Ahimelech the priest,
but the status of the bread at the time David requested it.
If, then, we can discover from this incident just
what the status of this bread was at the time, we will
have the reason why our Lord absolved His disciples
from violating the sabbath in what they did. If the
reader will turn to 1 Sam. 21:1-6 and carefully note
the salient points in the conversations between David
and the priest, it would seem impossible for him to miss
the obvious application intended by our Lord. Let us
now examine this incident to see if this is not so.

David had asked the priest for bread, which the
priest evidently was trying to conceal from David with
his hand. David at that time was notable as a dangerous
man of war, and the priest must have had some mis

giving as to what David might do, did he bluntly refuse
to give him the bread. Therefore, he misrepresents the
true status of the bread to David. But, being more or
less familiar with the tabernacle service, David knew
from the position of the bread that it was not then in
a state of consecration, therefore, had been returned to
the status of common bread.
The sixth verse shows that David has met and sil

enced all the objections of the priest, as Ahimelech, with
out further protest, gives David the bread, the record
adding that the show bread in question had been in a
state of consecration but had been withdrawn, and new
bread consecrated in its place, thus justifying David's
averment that it was now common bread, which now
might be eaten, as Paul said that meat sold in the

shamble^ (meat market), examining nothing because of
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conscience, though it may have been once consecrated
to an idol, but is now withdrawn, and offered on the
market as common food (1 Cor. 10:25), there being no
sin in eating it.

With Him, as God's hallowed New Bread, right out
of the heavens (John 6:32-36), consecrated for them

(John 10:36), how could there be a violation of that
which His consecration had rendered common, to the

last jot and tittle (Matt. 5:18)? The sacrificial char
acter of the work of the priests in the sanctuary, being
an inspired type of Him and His superior sacrifice,
would naturally have the same effect, temporarily, to
the sabbath as His, therefore they were faultless in this
work on the sabbaths, as were His disciples, for whom
He assumed full responsibility to satisfy every require
ment of their law and ritual, of which their many sab
baths formed such an important part.

Voluntary enslavement is certain to follow an inti
mate acquaintance with the ways of infinite love. God's
love will never lapse (1 Cor. 13:8) in a single instance,
nor will it acquiesce in defeat. When its heart yearn
ings and entreaties go unheeded or are spumed out of
ignorance, indifference or self-will, it is neither discour

aged nor dissuaded from its purpose, but will relentlessly
pursue the object of its affections until it unconditionally
capitulates. To attain the delectable goal desired for
both itself and that upon which it longs to lavish its
affections, it will not spare the object of its delight,
though its wails and groans reach to high heaven. Once
it may enfold the object of its quest in its tender em
brace, it will so overwhelm it with its irresistible winsomeness and charm that it will be amazed that it was

so foolish as to waste its precious years flitting away its
life, and love, and affections on the tinsel trappings of
an evanescent and capricious world, which often hates

tomorrow what it ardently loves today.

nor Acquiesce in Defeat
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Comparatively few of the multitude who came out

of Egyptian bondage found delight and flourished, both
physically and spiritually, upon the exclusive manna
diet which God provided for them in the wilderness,
though delivered from their former slavery. The manna
was not enough for the soulish, flesh-enslaved majority
(Numb. 11:4-6). God gave them their desires, but sent
leanness into their soul (Psa. 106:15). What a striking
likeness we find in the Christendom of today! No longer
content to live a spiritual life on the exclusive menu

of God's Christ, transcendently rich in every spiritual
vitamin essential to produce mature and vigorous saints,
the average church service of today has become little
more than an ornate ritualistic caricature of God's living,
all-sufficient Christ.

The church has no grounds on which to expect a
revival out of such a program. Think of Israel in the
wilderness, trying to live on some ludicrous substitute
for the manna God provided for them. Humiliated in the

defeat it laments today, the church will cry in vain, as
did Joshua (Josh. 7:1-11), until it rids itself of this
rubbish, and again exalts God's Christ as its One media

torial Channel between itself and God. (Col. 2:16-23.)
Is not God's Manna enough, or must we deny His allsufficiency by turning back to these mere shadows of

God's great Reality, Who has abrogated them all for
Himself (Gal. 4:9-11). Neither place nor need is left
for sabbaths, or a pagan Sunday, or law, ritual or
otherwise. Christ is enough. Only fafth operating
through love remains (Gal. 5:6), and is needed for unity,
in one body, one spirit, one Lord, one faith, one bap
tism, and one God and Father of all. Who is over all,
and through all, and in all (Eph. 4:1-6).
As the foregoing is based exclusively upon the lan
guage of inspiration, in all fairness, the reader is asked
to use the concordance in a similar method in its exam-
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ination, leaving our conflicting versions and human
authorities entirely out of the picture. The writer has
no fear of the result if this method is strictly adhered to.
John Butler.
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